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NEW Rigidized® textured copper

A new look and
feel from America’s
copper innovator.
• Choose from
dozens of
attractive textures
• Nearly limitless
applications
• All the features
of Revere
Classic Copper™
• Malleable for easy
fabrication
• Economical over
the long term
• Functional
advantages for
many applications
• Damage-resistant;
durable

REVERE PUTS YOU
IN TOUCH WITH A
NEW IDEA IN
ARCHITECTURAL
COPPER.
Revere Liberty Collection™
The Revere Liberty Collection™ is
copper as you’ve never seen it before.
A broad selection of attractive and
functional textures from Rigidized®
Metals Corporation is applied to Revere
Classic Copper, creating a unique collection with nearly limitless applications.

Delaware (brass)
DE #1

Pennsylvania
PA #2

Why texture is better.
There will always be a place for smooth
copper in architecture. But the advantages
offered by the Revere Liberty Collection
make this a very exciting alternative.The long
list of textured copper benefits includes:
• Greater rigidity
• Reduced maintenance costs
• Scratch and dent resistance
• Damage concealment
• Glare reduction; light diffusion
• Skid-and-slip reduction
• Heat dissipation and insulation
• Minimal surface friction
• Acoustical improvement
• Improved adhesion ability

New Jersey
NJ #3

CT #5

For aerosol cans of Copper Shield, contact:
Stillwater Products
Brevard, NC 28712
(800) 326-5355
or
Custom Aerosol Packaging
Piqua, OH 45356
(800) 237-6765

Connecticut

New Hampshire

New York

North Carolina

MA #6

NH #9

NY #11

NC #12

Many more patterns available.
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Despite the desirability of preserving the
bright new penny appearance of copper, Revere
does not recommend clear coatings be applied to
exterior copper work.
Compared to copper, the life expectancy of
clear coatings is exceedingly short.
Reasons for short coating life include, but are
not limited to: Weather conditions; underfilm
corrosion; ultraviolet degradation; corrosive
atmospheres; heat; abrasion.
If a bright appearance is required for store
fronts, column covers, or similar accessible
locations, a specialty metal-finishing firm should
be retained prior to installation.
Interior applications such as fireplace trim, stove
hoods, counter tops, moldings, and backsplashes
may not be exposed to the elements above,
however, the same cautionary notes should apply.
Surface preparation: It is critical that the
copper be completely clean and free of all
foreign substances, oxides, etc. Residual lubricants
and/or anti-stain compounds must be removed
before the coating is applied.
Sources for clear coatings and
technical information:
For INCRALAC, contact:
StanChem Inc.
401 Berlin St., East Berlin, CT 06023
(860) 828-0571

Massachusetts

Ideal wherever you would use metal,
these stylish alternatives take the beauty
of copper to an even higher level. Use it
to create a modern, high-tech finish on
walls, fascias, mansards and virtually any
type of architectural accent or trimwork.
As with all copper, the Revere Liberty
Collection is lightweight and easy to
work with.This versatile metal has many
inherent advantages, including superior
malleability and corrosion resistance. It’s
durable and attractive, too, and the new
textures only enhance these qualities.

CLEAR COATINGS FOR COPPER

Liberty Collection copper sheets also
create the appearance of optical flatness,
since light patterns are broken up by the
texture.This is a valuable advantage for
applications where the “oil canning
effect” could be an issue.

Revere has no affiliation with these companies.We do not
recommend or endorse their products.We are providing the names for
informational purposes only.All questions regarding the purchase or
use of INCRALAC must be directed to the manufacturer.

Refer to Revere’s sales and technical
personnel for additional information.
NOTE: Starting size of the material may be slightly reduced
during the Rigidized process.

Look for life-cycle economy.
When specifying materials, a long-term
outlook will reveal significant cost advantages
for the Revere LibertyCollection.The surface
of this textured copper product is resistant
to damage and hides scratches and dings,
resulting in longer life and lower
maintenance costs than many other choices.
This rugged material will stand up to
any weather, resist corrosion, and look
good for years to come.
Revere offers the Liberty Collection in
dozens of different texture patterns,with at
least one that’s perfectly suited to every
application. It’s the latest of many copper
innovations Revere has brought to market.

Revere Copper Products, Inc.
One Revere Park, Rome, NY 13440-5561
1-800-448-1776
Fax: 315-338-2105

www.reverecopper.com
Revere Liberty Collection is a trademark of Revere Copper Products, Inc.
Rigidized is a registered trademark of Rigidized Metals Corporation.
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